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Whispering Shadows - Love Hurts

                            tom:
                A
Intro: B#m  E#7  Bb  Fm
        B#m  E#7  Bb  Fm
        B#m  E#7  Bb  Fm

[ de dilhado-Solo 1 - Terceira Parte]

[ de dilhado-Solo 2 - Segunda Parte]

[ de dilhado-Solo 2 - Terceira Parte]

[ de dilhado-Solo 2 - Quarta Parte]

[ de dilhado-Solo 2 Sexta Parte]

[TAB]-[Ponte]

 B#m  E#7  Bb  Fm
 B#m  E#7  Bb  Fm
 B#m  E#7  Bb  Fm

[ de dilhado-Solo 3 - Segunda Parte]

Intro: B#m
I thought love was gentle, kind
    E#7
A world of dreams, a perfect find
    Bb
But now I see, it's not always so
    Fm
Sometimes love is a painful throes

[Pré-Refrão]

   B#m
It cuts like a knife, deep in the soul
   E#7
Leaves scars that never seem to heal
   Bb
But we keep searching for that higher goal
   Fm
Hoping love's wounds will one day seal

[Refrão]

   B#m
Love hurts, it's true, it's not always kind

   E#7
Leaves us broken, lost, and blind
   Bb
But we keep holding on, through the pain
   Fm
Hoping that one day, we'll love again

[Segunda Parte]
   B#m
In the darkness, we find our way
   E#7
Through tears and doubts, we learn to sway
   Bb
Love's a journey, both bitter and sweet
   Fm
A rollercoaster ride, from joy to defeat

[Pré-Refrão]

   B#m
It cuts like a knife, deep in the soul
   E#7
Leaves scars that never seem to heal
   Bb
But we keep searching for that higher goal
   Fm
Hoping love's wounds will one day seal

[Refrão]

   B#m
Love hurts, it's true, it's not always kind
   E#7
Leaves us broken, lost, and blind
   Bb
But we keep holding on, through the pain
   Fm
Hoping that one day, we'll love again

[Ponte]

   B#m
Through the darkest nights, we fight
   E#7
For love's a flame, that burns so bright
   Bb
Though it may hurt, it's worth the fight
   Fm
To find the love that feels just right

Pré Finalização

   B#m
Love hurts, it's true, it's not always kind
   E#7
Leaves us broken, lost, and blind
   Bb
But we keep holding on, through the pain
   Fm
Hoping that one day, we'll love again

[Finalização]

   B#m
So we'll keep on searching, and we'll keep on trying
   E#7
For in love's journey, we keep on flying
   Bb
Through the hurt and pain, we'll rise above
   Fm
In the end, we'll find, it's all about love

Acordes
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